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Thank you!
Thank you for purchasing this set of task cards. I know you aregoing to love them, but if for any reason you have a question orfind an error, please email my team at

literacyteamtom@gmail.com .
Also, we’d love for you to have access to GIVEAWAYS and FREE offers that we post to Facebook. Like us at

www.facebook.com/TeamTomWaters .
Thanks,Tom Waters
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Athletes who run need speed and endurance. Speed is determined by muscle strength.
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What causes speed?

Which of these shows cause and effect?A. Athletes need speed.B. Athletes need endurance.C. Muscle strength is the amount power muscles can produce.D. Speed comes from muscle strength.
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t Architects use creativity to design new buildings. An architect also uses tools such as sketch paper, computers, and software. As a result of these tools, Architects can design amazing structures.
Cause: Use sketch paper, computers, and software
Effect: _____________________________________
What is a result of design computers and software?A. architects can design new buildingsB. architects use tools such as sketch paperC. amazing structures can be designedD. creativity is used by architects
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t Last week, there was a snowstorm. It snowed for two straight days, and everything was frozen. We also missed school on Tuesday as a result!
Why was school closed on Tuesday?
Which of these sentences is cause and effect?A. There was a snowstorm last week.B. The lakes and streets were frozen.C. The snowstorm was bad, so we missed school.D. We will have to make up the bad weather day.
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t The Wright Brothers worked hard at creating the first airplane to fly. Initially, they wrecked their planes. 
Why did the Wright Brothers work hard?
Which of these sentences is cause and effect?A. The first plane wrecked because it had a weak wing.B. Plane parts were scattered on the ground.C. Very people believed the Wright Brothers would be successful.


